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Item. Unity Specification
Product name  Dongfeng Ruiling high-rise truck
Chassis model  DFA1070DJ35D6                           

 

Gross weight kg 5325,5390   
Empty weight 5000  
Global dimension mm 7400 × 1980 × 3100
distance between axis 3300
Approach / departure angle ° 11/19/11

Engine model  D28D10-4DA
Engine manufacturer  DONGFENG LIGHT ENGINE CO., LTD.
Issuance standard  Euro Ⅳ
Displacement / Power ml / kw 2771/75
Tire specification / Number pcs 7.00-16 / 6
Maximum speed km / h 90
Maximum working height meter 14/16
Nominal load of the platform kg 200
Nominal manned platform man 2
Angle of rotation (Left, Right ° 360
Rocker type / Quantity  pcs Type H, 4 pcs

Observation The entire truck is operated by upper and lower hydraulic operation, equipped
with a hook.

 







1. Q: How long is the warranty period?             
   A: All our trucks have a one year warranty or 25000KM since you got the truck.
 2. Q: What is the main market of your company?
   A: We have customers all over the world and our main market is Afrian, all individuals and
units are my partners that have a demand for high quality automotive products from China.
3. Q: How much the production capacity and supply capacity of your Factory for one
year?
 . A: This depends on your needs. 10 years of experience in the sale of spare parts make us
have a supply channel without problems.  
4. Q: Where is your factory located?              
   A: Our company is located in the city of Suizhou, Hubei Province, the capital of the special
purpose vehicle in China. Welcome to our factory. 
5. Q: The reason why you chose our company?             
   A: We have abundant supply of resources, professional quality inspection engineers,
excellent service team, we will integrate all the resources for your needs, we will allow you to
experience the most profitable and convenient all-in-one procurement services to effectively
reduce the purchases. cost.








